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The classical definition of the grammatical inference problem is to find a 
grammar for a language, given a finite sample from that language. We dlscuss 
a solution to the closely related problem of developing aprogram which can be 
taught a language. The method is highly interactive and attempts to make 
maximum use of negative information. It has proved to be efficacious on 
context-free languages uch as the one of expressions over the alphabet of 
letters, digits, parentheses, and arithmetic operators. We believe it is capable of 
handling problems of the order of typical programming languages. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Teaching a machine a language seems like an interesting problem, both 
as an end in itself and as a model of a learning process. The part of this 
problem which we discuss here is teaching a machine the grammar of the 
language. The classical grammatical inference problem is to find a grammar 
for a language, given a finite sample of the language, The obvious approach 
is to feed the machine alarge sample of grammatical strings and let it compute 
until it finds a grammar for the language. Shamir (1962) demonstrates that 
this is impossible for any interesting class of languages. In fact, he proves the 
considerably stronger result that the problem is not recursively solvable ven 
given an oracle which can answer the question: "Is this string grammatical ?" 
The outlook is not as bleak as this result might lead one to believe. Gold 
(1967), and Feldman (1972) have found that it is possible to build an algorithm 
which will converge on a grammar for the language. 
We can consider the grammatical inference problem in many ways. It is 
interesting to see how far one can get, given that the problem is unsolvable. 
We can consider it as a tool in compiler design or can attempt o build a 
system powerful enough to infer grammars for natural anguages. We can 
view it as a model of the way people learn languages. We can view it as an 
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example of the general inference problem. We chose to take as broad a view 
as we could. Thus, the part of our work that is specific to grammatical 
inference rather than to inference as a whole, is our notation, BNF. This 
notation has been used in many other contexts with considerable success, 
and we therefore do not consider it a significant restriction. Although this 
paper deals with inferring context-free grammars, we feel the method is 
generalizable in a straightforward manner to context-sensitive grammars. 
We try to make as few assumptions as possible based on observations of the 
use of languages. 
Let us alter slightly the statement of the problem. Rather than attempting 
to find a method which will compute a grammar from a finite collection 
of sample strings, we address ourselves to the problem of constructing a
program which can learn a language from a teacher. We expect he program to 
learn the language in the sense that at the end of the course, it will have a 
grammar for the language. We expect the teacher to be able to recognize 
grammatical nd ungrammatical strings, but in general, to have no clear idea 
of a grammar of the language. This is the milieu in which most people learn 
FORTRAN and the natural anguages that they read or speak. We naturally 
prefer to put as little dependence on the inspired teaching ability of the teacher 
as possible. It wouId certainly be preferable if the program could learn with 
a very bad teacher, presumably only at a slower rate. We will demand at this 
point that the teacher always knows whether or not a string is grammatical 
regardless of his ability to communicate his understanding of anything else. 
We consider a simple algorithm which assumes that the teacher has pre- 
pared a "good" course. Modifications to the algorithm are then presented 
that remove this serious restriction. 
II. A SIMPLE ALGORITHM 
General Outline 
At any moment, the program has some partial grammar. The teacher gives 
the program anew sample, and the program first checks to see if the sample is 
already in the language it can generate. I f  it is, the program decides, in 
consultation with the teacher, whether it is finished or should continue with 
more samples. I f  the string is not yet in the machine's language, the program 
adds to the grammar a production that adds this sentence to the language, 
attempts to verify that this production does not lead to any illegal strings, and 
then requests the next sample sentence. 
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Generating New Productions 
Given any sentence S --  A1A ~ ... As ,  it is a trivial matter to find a produc- 
tion that will add S to the language. The production 
(root)  : :=  AiA  2 .'. An (2.1) 
for instance, will serve handsomely every time. There are times when such a 
production is the right one, but in most interesting situations, productions 
of this form are much too specific. I f  this is an infinite language, or even if it 
is an interesting finite language, there must be some underlying structure in 
the A's. That is, there is probably a string BiB  2 "" B~ where some of the 
B's are nonterminals, uch that adding the production 
(root)  : :~  BiB  2 .." B~ 
to the grammar, adds S to the language. Notice that if at least one of the 
B's has a recursive definition or if one of the B's ~ (root) ,  this production 
adds an infinite number of sentences to the language rather than the one 
sentence added by (2. l). There is also the possibility of adding a production 
of the form 
B : :=  CIC2 "" C .  
where B is not the root symbol, or of adding several productions to the 
grammar as a result of one sample sentence. We will restrict ourselves to 
adding one production of the form 
(root)  ::----- BiB  2 "" B~,  (2.2) 
where the B's are either terminals, or already known nonterminals (including 
(root)).  
We would like to compute a compact grammar. We would also like the 
course of instruction to be as short as possible. Thus, whenever we are 
forced to add a production to the grammar, we would like to add the most 
general one we can find. That is, we want to add a production which will not 
only add the sample sentence to the language, but will also add as wide a 
class of sentences as possible. In order to find this optimal production we can 
start working with the most general production or with the most specific 
production. I f  we choose a production which is too general, it will produce 
ungrammatical sentences which we can detect. I f  we start from the most 
specific end, we have no way of knowing that there are more general produc- 
tions which are also suitable. We think that the principle of working from the 
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most general to the more specific is a principle applicable to any inference 
problem, and it is definitely the prime reason for the success of our entire 
approach. 
In order to find this most general correct production, we construct a list of 
all productions of the form (2.2) that will add the sample sentence to the 
language, order them with the most general at the beginning, and then test 
them in order, until we find one that is not wrong. We must now get a little 
more specific about how we generate the productions, how we order them, 
and how we test them. 
If  D ~ D 1 -" Dn is a string of terminals and nonterminals and the sample 
sentence is derivable from D then the production 
<root> : :=  D1D2 ." Dn 
will add the sample sentence to the language. We shall call such a string a 
partial parse. In order to produce a list of candidate productions, we first 
compute all the partial parses of the sample sentence and for each distinct 
partial parse, we add the associated production <root> : :=  D1 "'" D~ to the 
list. This procedure produces all single productions in the form (2.2) which 
will add the sample to the language when used only as the root production. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Suppose we are trying to teach the language of expressions 
over the alphabet:/, + , . ,  ( , ). 
I f  the current partial grammar is 
<expr> :: -~ I 
(expr> : :=  (expr> q- <expr>, 
and the new sample sentence is 
1. I ,  
then we are lead to the candidate productions, 
(1) (expr> : :=  <expr> * (expr>; 
(2) (expr> : :=  (expr> • I; 
(3) (expr> : :=  I *  @xpr>; 
(4) (expr> : :=  I * I. 
Let us now move to the problem of defining generality, or at least the 
relative generality of productions. Within the current framework, the left side 
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of every candidate is the same (i.e., (root)); therefore, we can limit our 
discussion to the relative generality of production right sides. We would 
expect general right sides to have the following properties: 
1. They should be short. Each nonterminal will generate at least one 
terminal; thus long productions force long sentences with long, complicated, 
and restrictive substructures. The simpler the production, the wider the class 
of sentences it will generate. 
2. They will have a large ratio of nonterminals to terminals. Every 
terminal in a production must ultimately appear in the generated sentence and 
it thereby limits the class of sentences generatable using the production. 
3. They will generate recursions. 
These guidelines are sufficient to understand the current work. A program 
which infers grammars requires a more quantitative definition as in Knobe 
and Knobe (1973). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Teach the machine the language of balanced parentheses. 
Sample 1. ( produces 
(root> ::= ( ) .  
This production can only generate a known string and is therefore not 
tested. 
Sample 2. ( ( ) )  produces 
<root> : := ((root)) 
(root> : := (()). 
The first is more general by all the criteria and when tested, produces no 
illegal strings so it is adopted. 
Sample 3. ( )( ) produces 
(root) : := (root>(root) 
<root> : := (root>() 
<root> : := ( )(root> 
(root) : := ( )() .  
The first is the most general and leads to no illegal strings when tested so 
it is adopted. 
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<root> : := ( ) 
(root) : := ((root)) 
(root) : := (root)(root),  
which is a complete grammar for the language. Notice that this trivial exercise 
has computed a language which is not regular. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Teach the machine the language of arithmetic expressions 
(without subscripts or functions) over the alphabet:/,  + ,  , ,  ( , ). 
The teacher must provide a set of sample sentences, which are short and 
simple; thus, we would expect him to include the strings: 1, I + I, I ,  I, 
and (I). 
Sample 1. I produces 
(expr) : :=  I. 
Sample 2. I + I produces 
(expr) :: = (expr) + (expr) 
<expr) :: = <expr) -l- I 
(expr) :: = I -t- <expr) 
(expr> :: = I + I. 
The first is the most general. Test strings of the form: I + I + "" + I are 
generated. All of them are legal and so we add the production 
<expr> : := (expr) + (expr) 
to the grammar. 
Sample 3. I * I adds 
(expr) : := @xpr) * @xpr). 
Sample 4. (I) produces 
@xpr) : := (@xpr)) 
@xpr) ::-~ (I). 
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The first is more general and passes all tests so we add it to the grammar. 
At this point the grammar is: 
(expr) : :=  I 
(expr) : :=  (expr)  + (expr) 
(expr)  :: = (expr) * (expr) 
(expr) : :=  ((expr)). 
This is a complete and concise grammar for arithmetic expressions. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Suppose that the machine has already been taught the 
grammar for expressions ((expr)) containing identifiers ((id)), parentheses, 
and the operators -k, --, *,/, and ]'. We wish to extend the machine's under- 
standing to include function calls. 
Sample 1. A(B) produces 
(expr) : :=  (expr)(expr)  
(expr) : :=  (expr)((expr))  
(expr) : :=  (expr)(( id))  
(expr)  : :=  ( id)((expr))  
@xpr) : :=  A(B). 
The first is the most general (it is the shortest, it is purely nonterminal, and 
is as recursive as any other production). While testing it, however, we soon 
produce strings like (A)(B) or A + 9B * 7, etc. The teacher informs the 
machine that these test strings are ungrammatical nd it goes on to the next 
most general production. All candidates of the form @xpr) :: = @xpr) --" 
fail, and so we finally get to @xpr) :: = ~id)(@xpr)). This production passes 
the tests and is added to the grammar. The grammar can now parse any sample 
involving function calls with one argument. 
Sample 2. F U N(A R G1, A R G 2) adds 
@xpr) : :=  (idS(@xprS, (exprS) 
by a procedure similar to that in sample 1. 
The grammar can now generate xpressions containing function calls with 
one or two parameters. The teacher can give longer and longer lists of param- 
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eters, and the program will produce one production for each distinct number 
of parameters, but it will never find a production which allows an arbitrary 
number of parameters. A grammar which generates an arbitrary number of 
parameters, must include at least one more nonterminal, and productions of 
the form: 
@xplist) : := @xpr) 
@xplist) :: = @xplist), @xpr). 
In the next section we will discuss a sophistication of our algorithm which 
enables it to introduce more than one nonterminal per lesson. 
Every production hypothesized by the program must be tested. A large 
number of incorrect hypotheses can be eliminated by testing them against 
previously acquired knowledge; however, the remaining productions must be 
tested interactively. A clever procedure for generating test sentences is 
required to keep the burden on the teacher within reasonable bounds. We have 
adopted a mixture of Monte Carlo and exhaustive techniques which is 
described in detail in Knobe and Knobe (1973). 
The grammars we produce tend to be very ambiguous. We prefer unam- 
biguous grammars, both for aesthetic reasons and because the rest of the 
method works more efficiently on less ambiguous grammars. Although the 
general problem of whether or not a grammar is ambiguous i not decidable, 
grammars which are both left and right recursive in the same symbol are 
definitely ambiguous. This type of ambiguity can be eliminated by: 
(1) Introducing a new nonterminal @on');  
(2) Replacing all productions of the form 
with 
(non) : := ".. 
<non') : := ""; 
(3) Introducing the production (non) : : :  (non'); 
(4) Replacing (non) with (non') wherever (non) appears as the 
last symbol of a production. 
Although this procedure definitely improves the performance of our 
method, it also adds a lot of details which tend to camouflage the more 
interesting aspects of the approach. We will therefore omit performing this 
transformation i  all subsequent examples. 
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I I I .  AUTOMATIC INTRODUCTION OF NONTERMINALS 
The principal failing of the method as described so far is its inability to 
generate new nonterminals and productions defining them. Thus, although 
it is capable of computing grammars for rather complex languages, it is 
stumped by some trivial regular languages such as the language of arbitrarily 
long strings of d 's  and arbitrarily long strings of B's. This language cannot 
be generated by any context-free grammar employing only one nonterminal. 
This is exactly the same problem as in Example 2.4 of the previous ection 
where the program could generate a production for any specific number of 
arguments, but was not clever enough to discover the grammar for an arbitrary 
number of arguments. In this section we describe a powerful technique for 
automatically introducing new nonterminals. This technique builds upon the 
material already developed. 
For each sample our new procedure first does the entire analysis already 
described. The program then enters the second phase of the procedure with 
a tested production that will add the sample sentence to the language. We 
conjecture that the new production and some of the old productions 
have embedded in them examples of a grammatical construct which could be 
fruitfully represented by a single nonterminal. The rest of this section is 
devoted to a discussion of how to find such constructs and what to do about 
them. 
First of all, we find it inconvenient to deal with productions containing 
terminals. I f  the new production contains distinct terminals X1, A2 ,.,., d~,  
we introduce auxiliary productions 
(al> ::~- A1 
(a2> : :=  A2 
(a~> : :=  An 
and replace all instances of the terminals with the newly introduced non- 
terminals. Notice that this procedure has introduced new nonterminals into 
the grammar, with admittedly rather trivial definitions. This is one of the 
principal techniques for introducing new nonterminals. We of course need 
some way of broadening their definitions before these new nonterminals can 
serve any useful function. For the rest of the discussion, we will assume that 
this terminal elimination has been done. This means that the right side of the 
new production will contain no terminals, and other right sides will consist 
of either a string of nonterminals, or a single terminal. 
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We now want to find substrings in the existing productions that are 
probably instances of the same grammatical construct. 
We shall say we have a match between two productions if: 
and 
(1) They are in the form: 
X : :=  PO_IR 
X : :=  PQ2R 
where P, Q1, Q2, and R are strings of nonterminals. 
(2) Either P or R or both are nonempty. These are referred to below as 
the identified symbols. 
(3) ~1 and O~ are nonempty. We shall refer to these corresponding 
nonempty strings as matching strings. 
Note that there may be several ways of identifying strings according to these 
rules, and therefore there may be several matches between two productions. 
We conjecture that the pairs of matched strings between the identified 
nonterminals are examples of the same grammatical construct. We therefore 
want to try replacing each of the matched strings with the same single non- 
terminal. We perceive two useful possibilities: 
Case 1. Each of the two matched strings consists of a single nonterminal, 
say S and T. In this case we can simply replace all occurences of T in the 
grammar by S. We actually test each modified production as it is produced and 
if it passes the test we tentatively install the modified production. I f  any of the 
tentatively modified productions generates illegal strings, we undo all the 
modifications and abandon the transformation. I f  all the modified productions 
pass the test, we make the change permanent. 
Case 2. One of the strings is a single nonterminal, S, and the other is a 
string of nonterminals, T1T2 "'" T~, m > 1. Here, we simply replace the 
production containing the T's with the production S : :=  T 1 "- T~.  After 
testing this change, we can try replacing other occurences of the string 
T 1 "" T~, with S. 
In general, a new production may match several other productions; further- 
more, each pair of matching productions may possibly be matched in several 
ways. According to our basic philosophy, we want to rank the possibilities 
by generality, and try them in turn until we find the most general one which 
seems to produce no invalid strings. We continue this process, looking for 
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matches between all the new productions and the entire existing grammar 
until we can no longer make any changes. This scheme brings us back to the 
question of defining generality, but now in a broader context. 
A case 1 transformation does not eliminate any other matches (except for a 
possible renaming) and is likely to bring to light several other matches which 
were concealed by the incorrect distinction between the two equivalent non- 
terminals. Furthermore, one case 1 transformation i no way precludes any 
other case 1 transformation. We therefore do all case 1 transformations before 
attempting anything else. The case 1 transformations may be done in an 
arbitrary order as the result will be the same up to a renaming. 
A case 2 transformation generalizes the definition of an existing non- 
terminal, S, by changing one production in the grammar. Since S already 
exists, we had, at some earlier time, some reason to believe that S represents a 
grammatical construct. Since S probably already appears elsewhere in the 
grammar, we have a context for testing the production S : :=  T 1 "" T n . 
When choosing between possible case 2 transformations, we try the ones 
with the most general eft sides first. Among those with left sides of equal 
generality, we try the one with the most general right side first. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Teach the machine the language consisting of arbitrarily 
long strings of A's and arbitrarily long strings of B's. 
Sample l. d produces 
(1) (s) : : -  (s,); 
(2) <sl) : := A. 
Sample 2. B produces 
(3) (s)  : := (s2); 
(4) <s2> : :=  B. 
Sample 3. A A produces 
<s) : := <s)<s) 
(~) : := (~)(sl)  
<s) : := (h)(h) 
(s) : :=  A A. 
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The most general production which does not produce illegal strings is: 
(5) <$> : :=  <$1)<S1>. 
Note that we do not have a match between 
<s> ::= <sD 
and 
<s> ::= <h)%> 
because then both P and R would be empty. 
Sample 4. B B adds 
(6) (s) : :=  <s2><s2). 
Sample 5. A A A adds 
(7') <S) : : :  <S1><$1><$1). 
We have a match between 
(5) <S) : :=  ($1)($1) 
and 
(7') <s) : :=  <sl)<sl)<sl). 
I f  we let: 
P = <sl> 
Q1 = <sl> 
o~ = <h><sl> 
R -= empty string, 
we are led to try the case 2 transformation (sl) ::---- (sl)<sl). We test this 
conjecture and produce no illegal strings so (7') is replaced by 
(7) <Sl) :: = <SI><SI>. 
Note that if we let 
P ~ empty string 
Q1 = <h> 
R = <sl), 
we get exactly the same transformation. 
Sample 6. B B B adds 
(83 <s> ::= <s2><s2><s2). 
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Production (8') now has exactly the same relation to production (6) as pro- 
duction (7') had to production (5) in the previous ample. Thus we are led to 
the production (8) (s2) : := (s2)(s2) replacing the production (8'). The 
grammar is now 
(1) <s) : :=  (h )  
(2) (h )  : := d 
(3) <s) : :=  (s.,) 
(4) (s2) : := B 
(5) <s) : :=  (sl)(h) 
(6) <~) : := (s~>(s2) 
(7) (h )  : :=  (sl)(s,)  
(8) <s2) ::= <s~)(s~). 
This grammar will in fact generate exactly the desired language. Now that we 
have a method for introducing new nonterminals, let us return to the problem 
raised in Example 2.4. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Teach the machine the language of arithmetic expressions 
(with simple variables and function calls) over the alphabet: I, @, --, ,, 
/, 1", ( , ) .  
Sample 1. I produces 
(expr) : := I  
which becomes 
(1) @xpr) : := (sl); 
(2) <sl) : :=  z 
Sample 2. I -b I adds 
(3) (expr) : := (expr)(s2)(expr); 
(4) (s~) : := +.  
Sample 3. I -- I adds 
(5') (expr) : := @xpr)(sa)@xpr); 
(5") ( s3)=- .  
And then by a case 1 transformation 5' and 5" are replaced by: 
(5) (s2) : :=  - .  
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Similarly, the samples f ,  I, I/I, and f ~ f add 
(6) <s# : :=*  
(7) <sz) ::= / 
(8) <s~> ::= T. 
Sample 7. (I) adds 
(9) @xpr) : := <sT><expr><ss> 
(10) <s7> : := ( 
(11) <Ss) : :=) .  
Note that at this point the grammar is a rather nice one for expressions 
without function calls. 
Sample 8. I(I) produces 
<expr) : := <expr)<expr) 
<expr> : := <Sl)<expr > 
<expr) : := <sl)<sT)<expr)<s8) 
<expr> ::---- I(I). 
The most general solution which produces no invalid strings is 
(12) <expr) : := <sl)<sT)<expr)<ss). 
There is a match between productions (12) and 
(9) <expr) ::= <sT><expr)<s s) 
leading us to attempt the case 2 transformation <sT) :: ~ <sl)<sT>; however, 
since this would allow us to generate illegal strings like I I(I, I), it is rejected. 
Sample 9. I(I, I) adds 
(13) <expr> : := <Sl)<ST)<expr><s~)<expr)<ss> 
(]4) <sg) : := ,. 
Although there are matches between production (13) and production (9) 
and between production (13) and production (12), all the possible trans- 
formations lead to illegal strings. 
Sample 10. I(I, I, I) adds 
(]5') <expr) : := <Sl><ST)<expr)<so)<expr)<ss). 
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Production (15') matches production 
(13) (expr) : := (st)(sT)(expr)(sg)@xpr)(Ss) yielding 
transformations: 
(a) (st) : := (sT)(expr)(sg) 
(b) (expr) : := (expr)(sg)(expr) 
(e) ( s , )  : : -  ( sg) (expr ) (*9)  
(d) (Ss) : : -  (Su)(expr)(ss). 
the case 2 
Productions (a), (b), and (d) lead to illegal strings. Transformation (c) 
leads to no illegal strings, so production (15') is replaced by 
(15) (sg) : := (sg)(expr)(sg). 
The grammar is now a complete and reasonable one for the language. If we 
add to the algorithm a cleanup hase which replaces all nonterminals which 
generate only a single terminal by that terminal, we get the grammar: 
(1) (expr) : := I  
(3) (expr) : := (expr)(sz)@xpr) 
(4) (s2) : :=  + 
(5) <s2) : :=  - 
(6) (s2) : :=  * 
(7) <s,> : :=  / 
(8) <s~) : := 
(9) (expr) : := ((expr)) 
(12) @xpr) : := I((expr)) 
(13) @xpr) : := I((expr)(sg)(expr)) 
(14) (sg) : : - - ,  
(15) (so) : := (sg)(expr)(s9). 
IV. REDUCING THE DEPENDENCE ON ORDER 
As our algorithm stands now, it works quite well if the sample sentences 
are presented to it in optimal order, but it is very dependent on the teacher 
finding this order. This dependence an be seen in two ways. 
I. The program may find a correct grammar which will generate the 
samples, but not a very general one. For instance, from the samples: I, I q- I, 
643]3 I12-4 
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I --  I, I * / ,  I / I, 1 1" I, the program finds a very general grammar for 
expressions (cf. Examples 2.4 and 3.3). On the other hand, if the teacher 
leaves the sample string I, for last, the program finds only the grammar for the 
sample strings. This happens because at each step, the only partial parse is 
the entire sample string. We would like to improve the algorithm so that after 
adding the production @xpr) :: = I, it goes back and changes all the previous 
occurences of I to (expr). 
Specifically, every time we introduce a new production, we will examine 
all the previously existing productions for the possibility of improvement. 
I f  the production we are examining is 
(P )  : :~  ~r l )  ..- { rn)  ,
we generate all partial parses of (rl) "" (rn). After discarding all partial 
parses which do not use the new production, we try, in order of generality, 
replacing (p )  : := (r,)  "-- (rn) with (p )  ::----- partial parse. If any of these 
attempts passes the tests, we make the replacement permanent. 
Applying this technique to the partial grammar: 
(expr) : := (sl)(s~)(sl) 
(s l )  : :=  I 
(s2) : :=  +,  
and the new production: 
(expr) : := (sl), 
we arrive at the grammar: 
(expr) : := (expr)(s2)(expr) 
@xpr) : := (sl) 
(sl) : := I 
(s~) ::= + 
II. It  is possible that the algorithm will choose a production which is 
too general because it does not yet have enough information to generate 
ungrammatical test sentences using this very general production. At a later 
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time, a new sample may come along, and even the production 
(root) : := "sample sentence," 
may generate ungrammatical sentences. For instance, when teaching the 
machine the language of arbitrarily long strings of A's and B's, if we give 
the machine the samples A, and d d, it will produce the partial grammar: 
(root) : := d 
(root) : := (root)(root). 
Now, when we give it the sample B, it tries the production: 
(root) : := B 
and finds that it can produce the ungrammatical sentence A B. We would like 
to improve the algorithm so that, realizing that one of the definitions of the 
distinguished symbol is too general, it goes back and replaces these definitions 
in such a way as to repair the damage. 
I f  we introduce a production for some nonterminal which is too general 
the already existing method will overcome the difficulty by not producing 
any more productions for that nonterminal. The problem we are discussing 
here is what to do when we have produced too general a production for the 
distinguished symbol. This is detected when the production 
(root) : := sample sentence 
adds invalid sentences to the language. Our solution is to reduce it to the 
previous case. We 
1. replace all occurences of the (root) symbol with some other (root'); 
2. add the productions ( root ) : :=  (root') and ( root ) : :=  sample 
sentence; 
3. Apply the generalization procedure described in the solution to 
Problem 1 for the new production (root) : := (root'). 
Applying this technique to the partial grammar: 
(root) : := (sl) 
(root) : := (root)(root) 
(s~) : := A, 
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and the sample sentence, B, yields 
(root) : :=  (s~) 
(root) : :=  (root') 
(root')  : :=  (Sl) 
(root')  : :=  (root ' ) (root ' )  
<sl) : := A 
(s2) : := B. 
Notice that all attempts to generalize this grammar further lead to the 
production of illegal strings. 
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